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Where have all the fish gone? 
Jeppe Høst, Ethnologist, PhD student, University of Copenhagen 
 

 
 
Bornholm used to be a center for fish landings in the Baltic region. In the early 1980s and up till the 1990s 
more than half the fish caught in the entire Baltic Sea was landed here on Bornholm. Thought provoking is 
the fact then, that later in the same decade, the fishery had more or less collapsed, in which could be called 
both biological and human crisis. I want to explain why I call it a human crisis later in this talk, but for now 
lets focus a little on the maritime history of Bornholm.  

 
Think of the position of Bornholm – now a marginal economic position in the world, fully valid for structural 
aid in the EU structural funds programs. Go back in time though, to the time when sea transportation was 
far superior and faster than land transportation, and you will see that Bornholm was a center in the Baltic 
Sea. Thus, the island has a rich maritime history based on seafaring, sea transportation and fishing (the 
latter with great catches and export of herring, salmon, plaice and codfish to the mainland and surrounding 
countries). It was then an international center for fishing and ship building, but today, sadly, we can hardly 
find any active fishers, and fishing is now only done by a few vessels and even local fishers often land their 
fish outside the island.  

 
The interesting question is then, how did Bornholm lose its fishing and how can we use Fisheries Local 
Action Groups (FLAGs) and other strategies to get it back? To try and reflect on this matter, I will use 
examples from near and far, from the present and the past, to discuss if there is a way to re-establish the 
links between the maritime resources and the people living on Bornholm.  
 
Two herrings a day 
Around 1880 the landing of herrings on the island of Bornholm totaled an amazing 50 million herrings. Fast 
forward till today, and there is only a handful of boats fishing herring. Actually 99 % of the Bornholm fishing 
rights for herring is owned by boats located outside the island. Go back again to 1880. Half of the 50 million 
herrings were consumed locally, which in average is more than 600 herring a year per person. Imagine that, 
probably for most people that would mean more than two herrings a day, and probably much more for 
some people. That is a link to the maritime resource – for good and bad. I am sure herring for most people 
was no romantic dish back then. Just to give you an example, my grandmother who grew up in the 1930s 
still wont touch a herring...  
 
One of the way to treat the herring is smoking. While normally – and surely in the days prior to neoruralist 
value-adding – drying, smoking and salting is a degradation of the value. The smoked herring, which is so 
famous for this island, were also back in time a high quality, place-branded, seasonal product. Today it is 
typically made out of the larger North Sea herring. Or as one smokehouse here puts it – herring from caught 
in catch area 27, which I believe, is somewhere between Gibraltar and the North pole. Last year local fishers 
caught xxxxxxxx kilo of herring, which after being cleaned and processed would leave xxx gram for each 
person on this island – a xxx to the national average.  
 
The end of fishing 
So why did the fishery collapse in the 1980s? One side of this answer surely has to due with the biological 
crisis – caused by overfishing and loss and change of biomass. But in this forum, I want to stress another 
side of this crisis, and that is the way we managed the crisis, and likewise how we still manage that specific 
situation and problem of a limited resource – and that is in my opinion a human crisis and has been since 
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then. At the end of the day, I think fish will outlive humans. And the point is, that the way we design the 
fisheries management is also a re-shaping of the coastal areas: the communities, the coastal culture, the 
cohesion between people, the aesthetics and activities at the harbor, as well as the shape and type of boats 
we have and very important too, the product we end up with at our tables. It is all connected to how we 
manage the resource and the people living from that resource. See, with low literacy and only 1 child out of 
100.000 celebrating its first year birthday fish are very hard to manage, so what we are managing is the 
people (fishers) – or rather to put it abstract – the management today is managing numbers that are used 
to manage the people who catch the fish (governing the conduct of conduct, as the french philosopher 
Michel Foucault would probably put it...).  
 
Olympic fishery – and the market way 
So how did we manage that crisis. Well, firstly we came up with a system that promoted what I call Olympic 
fishing, which is promoting larger, faster and more advanced boats with gear that can fish deeper, longer 
time, more effective and further away. The logic in the Olympic fishery is that you need a larger unit to get 
to the fish before your competitor and take as much as possible of this fish before your competitor. On this 
island fishers could see foreign boats in the horizon fishing while they had to stay in harbor due to bad 
weather. Would do you do? You invest in bigger boats and for that you need bigger harbors. This in 
consequence, created an overcapacity – more boats than fish – since everyone wanted to be bigger and 
since state subsidies supported this project. Many of the harbors you will see here were enlarged just on 
the peak of this situation to solve that very problem. Situation became even worse, but then came the 
logical solution for that problem, which was to introduce private property rights for the scarce fish resource.    
 
Market-led management the short version: 
Introducing property rights in fisheries management means that fisher A can buy fishing rights from fisher 
B. In that way you let the market manage who can fish, instead of having the issue and headache on the 
ministers table, while at the same time no one in the sector is happy with the small amount they get. So 
you invent a system where the fisher can buy fish rights – which on the other side is a way to pay for others 
to leave the sector. The fishing right is actually an annually defined share of the resource, thus this system in 
the USA and elsewhere is called Catch Shares. Other names are Individual Transferable Quotas or Rights 
(often just pronounced ITQs and ITRs), rights based management and more recently wealth based 
management. Catch shares is mainly an economic tool, and in that narrow perspective excellent to solve the 
overcapacity problem, while most systems often leaves any political and social objectives unattended (this is 
important for us, cause here is a link to FLAGs). This leads to consolidation, closing down of communities, 
over-investment, speculation (price for quota rose 1000 % in a year), incentives for discard or optimizing 
your share, and at the end of the day it probably also led to the collapse of the Icelandic economy (since the 
growth in the Icelandic economy was based on using the self-renewing fish resource as collateral for bank 
loans, but that is another story).   
 
Just to give you a hint of how this system works, I can tell you that half the fishing vessels on Bornholm were 
bought up during the the first year in this system (2007). Some were bought by local fishers, one bought 
nine, but most were bought by investors from Western Jutland. Thus, Hanstholm, one of the biggest fishing 
harbors in Denmark, but also probably the most distant town from here, is the second biggest quota owner 
in the Eastern Baltic Sea. They can then rent it back to fishers here, or take a trip down here once or twice a 
year to fish their quota. 
 
Why do I tell you this? Well, while we are enjoying our time here, the EU commission for fisheries (or is it 
the Spanish lobby?) is working on their proposal for a new common fisheries policy (due to July 13th) which 
will be in effect (after treatment in the Parliament and the minister council) from 2012 till 2022. In a recent 
BBC article a few weeks ago some of the content from the new policy were revealed, and shows that the 
commission proposes to privatize all fishing quotas all over Europe for boats over 12 meter, and if countries 
agree, to make this market transnational. Multiple the effects I just told you about in Denmark with 27, add 
some and then multiple again with two, and you will get the picture of the impacts of this system. 
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To ask a radical question: Is the biocrisis used as a tool to privatize and monopolize the resource? I know my 
own opinion on this, but I want to leave this political debate for some other time, and turn back to the 
strategical work of FLAGs.  
 
So perhaps I painted a rather depressing picture, but that is the reality the FLAG here on Bornholm is facing 
and which is shared with many of you here. It is interesting, because so much in the idea of Leader work 
and Local Action Groups seems so much different from what I just explained. The visions and goals are 
almost totally opposite the reality inside fisheries management. Think of the idea of territorial planning 
instead of sectorial. Fisheries management is years behind and still uses kilo multiplied with price as the 
main strategic tool. This, of course constitutes a serious problem, and fisheries management needs to take a 
big leap towards territorial management with rural development and social objectives and not just 
managing fishers through the illusion of managing fish.  
 
The ghetto 
Another side of this story is the distribution networks – which could be called the neoliberal distribution 
ghetto to illustrate this chain as a both coherent and heterogeneous group. The ghetto consists of the fish 
buyer, processing facilities and distribution network from the fish is landed to the fish reach the consumer 
in the supermarket. The distribution networks have quite a lot of power, understood both as influence in 
the political corridors as well as the power to decide what we can eat. And again, much of the work in Axis 4 
and the Leader approach is actually trying to build alternatives to or bypass the established distribution 
networks. Think of farmers markets, direct sales at the harbors, vegetable cooperatives, small scale 
neoruralist productions of sausage, ham etc. They are all ways to construct an alternative or different link 
between the producer and the consumer – and this link is also about reestablishing a relationship to the 
product and to the producer. It is about knowing the name of your local fishers, knowing where your 
seafood product is caught, driving by the harbor to check who is out fishing... 
 
So FLAGs are facing a well established system, and one that is clever. The distribution networks quickly 
absorbs, immitate and copy the alternatives. The farmers market move inside the supermarket, the small 
scale products get their own shelf and storytelling invades the products in the supermarkets, even 
sometimes as invented stories with invented fishers, farms or places. Even the idea of FLAGs itself, one 
could argue, is a way to tame and bring under control those initiatives and growing alternatives among 
groups in the society. Thus, to try and create and maintain a space for a working alternative system is quite 
a big task, and it is probably better to think in ideas that both work with and parallel to the established 
system.  
 
Labeling 
One alternative is using regional branding and eco-labeling to distinguish your 'good' product from other 
products. The biggest label in the seafood sector is the Marine Stewardship Council label, most often just 
referred to as MSC. The MSC is an independent organization that certifies seafood products as sustainable. 
Going through their 31 criteria you quickly realize that MSC is about certifying the sustainability of the fish 
stock and the management, not about social sustainability, communities or the welfare of people – which 
would be part of the understanding of sustainability in FLAG work . And, if you look even closer, you see 
that even the environmental sustainability of MSC certification is arguable. The MSC does not operate with 
an energy criteria for example and MSC is certifying fishing gear that are up til 10 times more energy 
consuming than others as well as gear that the UN calculates is responsible for 90 % of the seafloor 
destruction in the world. For this forum though, it is probably more important that MSC is strongly industry 
biased, thus very unpopular among small scale fishers and communities. This is due to the heavy cost of 
certification and the vast amount of paper work, which is working against the guys who just wants to fish, 
have no secretaries, and might not be the best to read and write. The MSC does not recognize any social 
values, traditions or cultural aspects in a community. Also, MSC certifies one fishery at a time, i.e. cod in the 
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North Sea, and this complicates the matter for fishers who is not specialized in chasing the same fish all year 
round, but catches what enters their region from season to season.  
 
Market access  
In consequence, the big industry gets certified sustainable and then, when supermarkets choose to brand 
themselves as environmental sustainable they actually ex-pulse small operators from the market. Sad but 
true. MSC is not about getting a higher price for your product (which was the case in the first years) but 
about keeping access to the markets. So labeling has its own negative effects and for MSC and other similar 
labels, which advocate sustainable products, are, seen from a social science perspective, advocating a very 
narrow idea of sustainability. Probably the right strategy is to build regional labels, though this is another 
difficult and time consuming task. It took MSC ten years with the support from Unilever and World Wildlife 
Foundation to take off and become known and accepted in the sector. One example of a regional brand is 
the Alaska fisheries, which today is known as being managed sustainable, and who is now doing strategical 
work to make this into a regional brand – environmentally much stronger than MSC, but still only with an 
environmental focus and not looking at social sustainability. However, MSC is branding themselves as 
sustainable and as long as consumers and supermarkets believe this they will be the leading label on 
seafood, monopolizing the scene of sustainable seafood.  
 
Choice editing and faster horses 
In this respect, retail buyers in the supermarkets chains have a lot to say, through what is called choice 
editing, that is, editing the choices we have as consumers. Ask yourself honestly how much you know about 
all the labels that are on your food and products. Do you really know what their methods and criteria are?  
Thus, I think, the choice editors are and should be much more in the focus of NGOs and state institutions, 
and perhaps also of FLAGs? There is another point to this, and that is, that consumers might not be aware 
of the alternatives to what is offered in the supermarkets. This might sound a bit weird, but there is a 
famous Henry Ford story that illustrate the link between innovation, consumers and producers. Henry Ford 
reworked the automobile from an experiment into the most preferred means of transportation of his time. 
But if Henry Ford had asked people around year 1900 what they wanted, they would have said a faster 
horse, and not a car. Speaking in those terms, labels might promote and highlight the fastest horses in the 
supermarket, but is not enough to establish new platforms for interaction between consumers and 
producers.  
 
Direct marketing 
While labeling can be based on a regional or community brand, there are other initiatives trying to re-
establish a human consumer-producer relation. One of the most inspiring movements nowadays is probably 
the Community Based Fisheries which is a growing phenomena in the United States. The principle is very 
simple. Inhabitants in a community subscribe to a weekly delivery of fish that comes from their local fishers. 
Because this direct way from the fisher to the consumer cuts out most of the processing, packing, marketing 
and selling and hence establish a short cut in the value chain, the fisher is actually paid more per kilo while 
at the same time the consumer gets a cheaper product. This constitutes a quite straight forward economic 
incentives, but consumers of today – especially in the USA, where seafood is something you eat in 
restaurants – might not be used to cook or treat fish, and reluctant to join a Community Based Fishery 
scheme. So,  on top of this economic base, the community organizations arrange fish schools where 
subscribers learn how to cut and cook the fish, they organize “homemade canned tuna” workshops where 
the subscribers for a weekend produce canned tuna together, or they organize fish festivals and markets in 
town. The facilities needed for this is very limited: office space, website, freezer capacity (to ensure supply). 
On the other hand lack of financial support and most probably the many rules and regulations are the 
biggest obstacle for Community Based is Fisheries. Here the different aims of the axes in the structural 
funds might be a point of interest – an improvement would be to establish a link between FLAG work and 
investments in infrastructure, so fishers could not only get support for building larger vessels but also 
support to diversification through initiatives like direct marketing. Of course you need a critical amount of 
subscribers in your community and nearby towns, but another thing is to get your fishers to support the 
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idea, since this will demand some extra work in the beginning. But on the other hand, if you as a fisher get 
50 cents per kilo what do you have to lose? The research so far shows that Community Based Fisheries 
reestablishes links between consumers and producers and the product, but also that they work in limited 
scale and in most cases will not be able to absorb all the fish landed in a community. The same principles 
and ideology, more or less, have recently been the foundation of a very successful vegetable cooperative in 
Copenhagen that supply members with organic vegetables at affordable prices, while members have to 
contribute with 3 hours of volunteer work a month.  The internet probably contributes as a necessary 
condition to run and communicate these type of cooperatives and direct distribution networks as 
Community Based Fisheries, while perhaps the most important resource is people themselves. You could 
draw lines to cooperatives and indkøbsforeninger through time, and it is perhaps worthwhile to reflect on 
this new wave of initiatives and the deep rooted motivation for the movement.   
 
Neoliberalism and Neoruralism 
Large and industry based distribution networks have taken away the relation between people and their 
food, consumers and producers. Urbanization, advanced division of labor and a constantly diminishing 
workforce in agriculture and fisheries have 'creatively' destroyed most daily interaction between the natural 
resources and those who lives from them. In other words, machines have taken over the tenure over land 
and the sea and we, the people, we service the machines or govern the people doing this task. Against this 
neoliberal centralization of power over distribution is a movement of neoruralists, who either move back to 
the land or live in urban areas, but have opinions on the way the land should be cultivated. The ideology 
ranges from soft opinions on organic food to deep ecology and permaculture movements, and the 
neoruralists should not be seen as a left-wing radical movement. Common is that they engage in issues on 
food production and support alternatives to the so-called ghetto. In fisheries though we have still to see the 
impacts of this movement, but awareness is growing and in the last few years we have seen several 
documentaries (i.e. The End of the Line), TV-shows (i.e. Big Fish Fight), and movements (i.e. Ocean 2012) 
that criticize the now-being and supports alternatives. 
 
Conclusion: Governing the good 
Fisheries management and policy-making is a balance between economic objectives – centered around 
national economic goals – and social objectives, having coastal areas dispossessed from their initial raison 
d'etre, which was sea transportation and fishing. Sea transportation has been centered and concentrated on 
very large units, and we are about doing the same with fishing. The question is though, do we need to? The 
fisheries policy in the EU and associated subsidies have historically been focused on growth and 
enlargement of the fleet, which created the problems we are facing today in the sector. Fish does not know 
of industrial production, and hence they do not gather in one big line and wait for the trawler to catch 
them, actually the very nature of a wild catch work against the logic of very large scale production. If you 
went back in time and took away the subsidies given to fisheries, I am sure the European fleet would look 
much different. But we are not time travelers and have to focus our work on the future. Therefore, let me 
end with two radical, but simple, proposals for the future of fisheries management and also for the 
framework of FLAGs. First, fisheries management should be about limiting size of the vessels, and not of the 
whole fleet. Secondly, instead of promoting quantity governance should promote quality. The two proposals 
of course are linked, because with smaller units (lower operating costs) and higher quality (higher price) we 
can change the economy of the fisheries sector and thus, coastal areas. My own research indicates that 
there is a coherence between successful and vibrant fishing communities and some factor that has limited 
their growth. Whatever that factor being landing on a beach, the tide, shallow waters or just a common 
decision among people, it has forced fishers to focus on quality of the catch, but that's another story, and 
perhaps the point it suggests is, that the real tragedy is not too many fishers, but that the fish resource 
through new technologies, management and subsidies could be industrialized. 

 

 


